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In the lHD system, a number of supermnducting mils are 

installed. Therefore, strong electromagnetic noises are induced 

by large superconducting mils each other. In such a ~, the 

traditional quench detection system monitoring only voltage 

sjgnal would not be sufficient. So, the authors proposed to apply 

Fuzzy theorem into the quench detection system. 

For last 2 years, the authors mncentl."ated their efiOlis on the 
quench detection of the supermnducting bus-lines. As a result 

of the lBsearch, it is a:mfirnled that the supermnducting bus

lines are 00 steady for all the operational mndition including the 

fast energy dunlPing. So, in FY 1999, the authors started 

quench detection of the supermnducting mils of the lHD. 
In the new quench detection system, Fuzzy theorem is 

applied inmrporating not only the voltage signals but aloo other 

signals, e.g. the liquid He leveL the liquid He inlet flow rate, the 

currents, etc .. The signals are digitally proceffied by peS, and 

through oome Fuzzy calculation we obtain the "dangerous rate" 

of the mil 
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Fig.l Schemat ics of Oetect ion System 

As 8hO\"1n in Figm'e 1, the balance voltage, the mass flow 

rate of liquid He, the header plBSSm'8 of liquid He ve~-::;el, and 

the mil ClU1.'8nt are selected as hmci:{lllental input signals for 

the Fuzzy system. 
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The typical examples of the dangemus rates obtained by the 

actucll excitation experiment of the Helical Coil and the 

Poloidal mil are shown in FigulB 2 and 3, lBspectively. As can 

be seen in Figlil'e 2, a mnsiderable high value of the dangerous 

rate LIp to 0.7 was detected in Helical mils. Palticularly, in H-I 

(Helicallm1er) mil, the high value was l'8mgnized to mntinue 

for about 3 semnds. On the other hand, in H -M (Helical 

Middle) and H-O (Helical Outer) mil, the high value was 

observed for only less than 0.5 sec. 

l\1eanwhile, as can be seen in Figure 3, we can mmerstand 

that the dangemus rates for the Poloidal mils al'8 l'8latively 

small The highest value is for the OV mil is smaller than 0.3. 

Fmm these results, it would be mncluded that this Fuzzy 

monitoring system can be used as one of the powerful supports 

for the quench detection of superconducting mils 
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Fig. 2 Dangerous Rates of Helical Coils 
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Fig. :3 Dangerons Rates of Poloiclal Coils 


